The discussion is based around these issues, history of Human Rights, timeline for Human Rights history, question asked in this regard and enemy and friend of 'human rights'. Describing the problems and its resolve from logical reasoning perspective; intellectual argumentation based on logical reason of, what is universal human right, democracy and illegal wars in the world by super powers as example America? Attempt to describe the inner construction of a human being-perfection-. Introduction to the concept of infallibility in different parts in the article, purify yourself and being purified. What is it, is it possible for a creation named human to be not fallible, is the idea or practicing it impossible or there is a great sphere of being able to practicing it and reaching the status if one finds guidance for the right way with peace and human rights prevailed in the world. Majority of the thought in the text, based on hadith-tradition-from the Prophet of Islam Peace upon Him and His family Ahl al-Bait Peace upon Them.
History of Human Rights:
Human rights have roots old but have recently under this century got more attention and been emphasized in the world stage. If one studies human rights history, generally one discovers a pattern that is, that human rights advanced when humans where in difficulty to find a solution for a problem or because of wars done without firm ground for the cause of war; Example World Wars. Human rights can concern an individual, family and society and implemented in universal scale.
As part of our inner nature; disposition-fitra-humans are bound to be in contact-socialize-with not only their species but all natural creation, everything that Allah has created, above all of it human being and said; you be as a leader on my behalf on earth-khalifatal-Lah. These said, human rights do not concern only human verses one; human individual or oneself, family or society without it concerns also human verses nature-all Allah creation, and obvious human verses the only and only Creator.
Normally if we are alone and go in a jungle, or we feel that we are in the midst of a society but still feeling; one is in jungle with animals, maybe it is difficult to practice and be a leader on earth and follow all the laws that comes with accepting the leadership. Many of those laws one cannot practice or discover it from our natural instincts and disposition that Allah has given us because we do not get the opportunity or success of simply being a human.
We have also it in our nature; that is working as a group, together for an achievement. Doing something together has more chance of success and acceptance than being an alone individual without inspiring the masses. Human being from all times shared responsibilities, duties and rights to each other and from each other. One can find and read some facts about these old texts divine and non-divine, and understand the content of it; of how advanced these were in giving and announcing human rights; The Hindu Vedas, The Babylonian code of Hammurabi, The Holy Bible, The
Holy Quran and The Analects of Confucius.
From making and following a timeline about the history of human rights one can see that human rights tendencies grow and become more and more. Different human rights issues arises in the history of mankind or new human rights issues get accepted and implemented in societies when discovered and not invented.
Here follows a simple timeline that one can get help and use it in a research 'hunt', to know human rights history. something else, example animal, plant, mountain, cloud, or letters and numbers, rights come that has to do with human standards and nature, that normally should be considered practical by a human being because it is compatible with the being of a human. One important aspect: that the only human right of being a human is oppressed because when we say human rights, nothing can oppress or take it, even Allah has the power to do it but since it is an act against being just and against his wisdom, God does not commit the act of taking away rights of human beings 2 . The creations are void of intellect and speak in highest decree, like humans; this said nothing has power to take human rights of the humans except themselves. Someone that understands human rights learns it good, memorized it and act upon it with recognition and insight from highest degree of certainty to those rights, maybe that being is a human.
How can it be possible without Ethical morality both inside out in an individual? When individuals practice the outer layer of any religion without understanding and craving for its depth to change them as example: those Muslims that limit religion, to empty ritual acts practically without feeling the delicious taste of worship and tired later, without gaining 'akhlaq', that is observing ethically the boundaries of morality as humans after performing ritual acts prescribed by religion.
Many people may not have belief in the devil and its satanic whispers in the ear that triggers the weak souls, the one sworn enemy of mankind, but they may have belief in the soul "psyche" -"nafs of human being" that said, its nature is disobedience if not trained and hold for that training accountable. The humanity in the same way their bodies are different, their souls are different, some are trained and some not in different decrees. These two enemies have two human rights that is in the essence-fitra of a human being, waiting to be discovered and touched by a mature intellectual being. However, at this stage of never listening to the devil, happens only by his grace, the creator of the core of human being and all it contains, that The Allah purifies one-the soul-for One -Allah. Except those of your servants among them who are pure (Holy Quran Verse 40 C. 15) This purity is both sided that said if one loves Allah, Allah loves back, you can't say that you love Allah until One does not love you back, when the loving back happens than it's a love complete both sided and everlasting and known for the concept of love, the same with purity.
How can this be possible if one do not with intellectual honesty have an intention, an intention with desire for the cause? As we have in the book 'Essence of Life' from Allama Majlisi may his soul rest in peace a sentence, mentioned as explanation to the words of Ahl al-Bait-A-, that intention without desire for that intention is useless and desire without intention again not of much use.
Word 'mukhlis,' genitive case in Arabic indicates and means people that have the concept of honesty, sincerity engraved and practicing it to purify themselves, but same word with accusative case 'Mukhlas' means those that are pure, Mukhlas is used in the verse above. "This is because Satanic Temptations have no effect on sincere believers who have put their trust upon God in purifying themselves from the stains of evil" 4 .
It's here that one can understand the necessary importance of a healthy society, always around one, so one is exposed to righteousness than one exposed to corruption. Corruption and righteousness can be in an individual, in society or universally. Universal scale both righteousness and corruption are in fight and which one wins depends on the minor scale wars that are happening in societies around the world and obviously all humanity individually each ONE are in fight for or against righteousness. Corruption as alcohol, cigarette, chunk food with taste but no nutrition and taking advantage of the creation, environment, nature for making money. Using women as ads and products in the name of hiring for jobs of slavery for their body and educational purposes for making money, not to forget modern slavery, money renting, smuggling weapon, smuggling body parts, smuggling drugs, smuggling animals in land and sea for making money, secularity, extremism-radicalism-and capitalism 'obviously' for money making purposes; affects different societies. Doing illegal wars for making money as in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, by United States of America! Summary, the media is owned in Europe and America of few, the banks are owned of few [not to mention the system of usury in banking in the world, which even is an infection in ISLAMIC REPUBLIC of Iran banking system, which has infected majority of the population to usury], the knowledge system based on atheist philosophy and of course there can be other corruptive motives involved and helpers maybe.
If there is corruption, there is a corruptive person from humanity and non-humanity only example, the devil, the great evil-doer with ever having highest score, the corrupters are worse than the corruption itself that is happening in society. If we take out corruption and not corrupters it may stop corruption from spreading universally; then again the corruption spreads in society of some individuals with those Base inspirations and the effort is only that corruptions do not spread universally. The root of corruption can be erased from the surface of the earth by not having corrupters in societies and the seed of corruption can be nullified if all individuals in a society or universally are trained from the best personalities-role models-available, in having human qualities, human training and tame the soul. To spread the righteousness same steps must be taken but opposite direction, that is not stopping righteousness but making it more advanced (See below)
Charter: Every day is Ashura, every land is Karbala; every day is Ashura, every mind/soul is Karbala Enemies-Corruptors-of human rights:
Friends-righteous-of human rights: 
